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Biotext turns complex science and policy information into effective publications. Over nearly
20 years, we have produced hundreds of documents for government departments and agencies, 
academic institutions and nongovernment organisations, both in Australia and overseas. Our 
work has won national and international awards.

Biotext staff can help you throughout the publication process — researching, writing, reshaping, 
editing, proofreading, designing and publishing (print or electronic).

OUR SERVICES
Research and analysis: Biotext researches and evaluates technical and scientific information. 
Our projects include data analysis for advisory reports, development of evidence-based 
guidelines and policy, and literature reviews.

Writing: We can write your publication, working either from information you supply, or from 
our own literature research, interviews or other sources. 

Editing: Biotext provides expert editorial services — from substantive reshaping and rewriting, 
to light editing, proofreading and indexing.

Informational design: Our consultants are skilled in the use of informational design and can 
create visual aides such as checklists, flowcharts and key point boxes to help readers grasp your 
important messages. 

Publishing: We can format your publication and produce it inhouse, or we can manage the 
design and printing through our graphic design partners (or your preferred designer). We can 
also help you publish your files on the web. 

Training: Biotext runs highly acclaimed training courses in science writing and editing.

OUR EXPERTISE
We specialise in the areas of biomedical science, health, agriculture and environment. Our 
consultants have science qualifications and research experience. This provides a unique blend of 
skills in researching and evaluating data, and preparing scientific texts to ensure accuracy and 
clarity. Particular areas of expertise include:

Health and biomedical science

•	 health	technology
•	 evidence-based	practice
•	 population	and	environmental	health	
•	 biotechnology
•	 communicable	diseases
•	 toxicology 
•	 pharmacology
•		 food	safety
•		 nutrition

Agriculture and environment

•	 biodiversity
•	 sustainable	agriculture
•	 climate	change
•	 land	use	and	vegetation	management
•	 biosecurity	
•	 animal	and	plant	diseases
•	 air	and	water	quality
•	 ecologically	sustainable	development 
•	 food	production
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OUR PUBLICATIONS 
We work on a wide range of documents, including:

•		 technical	reports
•		 discussion	papers
•		 submissions
•		 advisory	reports
•		 journal	papers

•		 literature	reviews
•		 annual	reports
•		 grants
•		 public	information	brochures
•		 electronic	and	online	publications

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU 

Clear communication •	 We	write	clearly,	accurately	and	precisely.
•	 Plain	English	is	our	goal.	We	use	our	scientific	expertise	and	communication	skills	to	 
     translate complex technical material into readable documents.
•	 We	focus	on	the	target	audience	—	whether	it	is	a	scientific	committee,	a	government									 
     minister, practitioners or the general public. 
•	 To	help	you	convey	your	message	clearly,	we	pay	attention	to	content,	style,	language,				 
     structure and format.
•	 We	strive	for	scientific	rigour	by	assessing	evidence	and	using	language	carefully	to	avoid				 
     misinterpretation or bias.

High-quality products •	 By	applying	high	standards	of	research,	editing	and	document	management,	Biotext	delivers		 
     professional, first-class publications.

Partnership •	 We	work	closely	with	you	to	precisely	meet	your	editing	needs	and	help	you	achieve	your		 
     communication goals.

•	 Biotext	forms	partnerships	with	expert	committees	and	community	groups	to	research,	 
     analyse and present scientific information.

Fast turnaround •	 Our	team	of	highly	qualified	consultants	is	backed	by	a	network	of	specialist	contractors.	 
     This allows us to deliver projects on time and within budget.

Professional service •	 Biotext	has	comprehensive	management	systems,	which	are	continuously	reviewed	to	ensure
     that we meet client needs and deadlines.

Contact us for your research, writing and editing needs
www.biotext.com.au

‘Phenomenal quality … a masterful distillation of complex issues. Thank you for your extraordinary contributions to this 
paper and your commitment to high quality.’ Chair of the expert committee, talking about Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Background 

Paper for the World Health Organization; others at WHO have been asked to use the paper as a model for future vaccine background papers

‘The convenience of having all of the editing, design and printing handled by the one company was great ... this is an 
added advantage in choosing Biotext over other consultants/editors.’ Karina Scott, Australian Government Department of 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, talking about Australia’s National Strategic Plan for Aquatic Animal Health, AQUAPLAN 2005–2020

‘The document is large, complex and technical and was created by a number of authors. The consultant was able to edit 
the document (re-arrange, streamline, give prominence to key messages, ensure consistency) to satisfy a diverse range 
of stakeholders, thus allowing approval from a range of government agencies and two ministerial councils.’ Ian Newberry, 

National Environment Protection Council, talking about the National Water Recycling Guidelines

‘Biotext … were first rate in finding out and explaining the science of stem cell research — its aims and achievements — 
and the doubts and objections. They produced numerous drafts, working within a tight time frame. Their research was 
wide-ranging and punctilious. The editing and proofreading were excellent.’ Professor Loane Skene, Deputy Chair of the Lockhart 

Committee, talking about Legislation Review of Australia’s Prohibition of Human Cloning Act 2002 and Research Involving Human Embryos 

Act 2002 (‘Lockhart Report’), Legislation Review Committee, Australian Government, 2005




